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Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:30:23 No.25046710 >>25046884

>>25046962 >>25047140 >>25047141 >>25047670 >>25047878 >>25048004

>>25048077 >>25048287 >>25049340

you guys are overly broad with this trans shit

girls are *hot*. everybody would want to look like them obviously

like, who WOULDNT want to have thick long hair, soft skin, be
petite, have greater freedom of personal expression, AND be
naturally desired in pretty much every social setting? this feels so
obvious

and like some of you will say '>he doesnt know' and 'anon take your pills', but im being completely serious. its
practically a meme that most guys would prefer to be cute women

like, sure, i can accept that gender dysphoria exists. i can accept that some of you were born with a mental
map of what your body SHOULD look like, and reality differs, and you undertake medical transition to fix that.
what i disagree with is that dysphoria manifests in as benign of a way as 'oh i prefer to be a girl', because that
applies to pretty much every single male

like idgi, feels like im schizophrenic when i see online tranners talking about their dysphoria

t. AMAB trying to understand trannys

▶
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Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:33:42 No.25046743 >>25046778

no anon. Would say most men want to be strong and model their behavior off the beauty of masculinity.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:38:05 No.25046778 >>25046796 >>25048031 >>25049340

>>25046743
That's an extremely small percent of men. Most men are extremely disillusioned with the pretenses of
masculinity and just desire to have the innate value that femininity can provide

and like obviously most wont admit this bc its cringe to admit, but it feels so obvious from the outside

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:39:57 No.25046796

>>25046778
that's because of estrogen in the plastic and living in a modern society.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:47:39 No.25046860 >>25046884 >>25046887 >>25047248 >>25047364

File: 651 - ytaK6Ni.jpg (167 KB, 600x800)

Men can be sexy, but the bar is higher, and their entire existence is both a meme and a
massive blow to their personal expression and agency. The only thing I can think to do is
to be very nice to the ones who try.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:50:00 No.25046884 >>25046899 >>25046906

>>25046710 (OP)
>like, who WOULDNT want to have thick long hair, soft skin, be petite, have greater freedom of personal
expression, AND be naturally desired in pretty much every social setting? this feels so obvious
>>25046860
>Men can be sexy, but the bar is higher, and their entire existence is both a meme and a massive blow to
their personal expression and agency.
I hate you all so much and I'm glad you transition and become disgusting hons. there needs to be a
separate gender for failmale transitioners so you aren't lumped in with real trans women.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:50:12 No.25046887 >>25046917

>>25046860
thats my point, most men absolutely hate their role and would be extremely happy to switch sides (if they
easily could, which most cannot)

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:51:12 No.25046899 >>25047331

>>25046884
how old were you were when transitioned?

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:51:40 No.25046906

>>25046884
I'm just sympathetic because I love men.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:53:13 No.25046917 >>25046926
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>>25046887
take your pills alice

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)05:54:50 No.25046926 >>25046961 >>25046966

>>25046917
IM NOT TRANS

whatever 'distress' i have over being a male, it's purely from a result of being unable to live up to the
standards of male-ness. it has nothing to do with being a male itself

im not trans, im just bad

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:00:05 No.25046961 >>25047085

>>25046926
Don't be so hard on yourself, anon. Nobody asks to be born, or to be this gender or that, or to be
burdened by expectations. But despite that, I'm sure you're doing just fine. You're introspective at least.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:00:13 No.25046962 >>25047081 >>25047085 >>25049413

>>25046710 (OP)
Of course you want to be a woman, but you want to be a hot big tits bimbo you don't want all the actual
woman stuff. You're a woman now, hot! Until you realize when trying to bond with men but they just think
you're a creepy dyke because you still sound and act like a straight man but you have a tiny weak form
but maybe they can get a good one time sex out of you they guess. And then you can't have male
friendships, you can have only female friendships but wait, women are horrible.
You have to act exactly how they want you to and even when they do they're shit talking you constantly
behind your back and think you have no worth as a person. You throw up and get dizzy every month for a
full week but everyone just says to deal with it or is uncomfortable when you mention it. You don't have a
penis so nothing is as sexy as it was when you were a man, you don't just look at a pair of tits and rub
one out now even if you try to it's not the same.
You can't make friendships with men or women, you can't date men because most of them expect too
much of you just like how women did when you were a man, but this time you're expected to lay down
and take things which just hurt. You can't date women because if you thought women friendships were
bad, lesbians are even worse. And you'll age out of any attraction value you had by 40 at LEAST so all
that female advantage is gone by then.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:00:31 No.25046966 >>25047016 >>25047085

>>25046926
sort of agree

for me, it's about wanting to present as non-threatening. i want people to feel comfortable approaching
me, calm, as if i was mom material.

you can't really do that while having a male body. male bodies are seen as inherently threatening.

i want to tear my skin off my body.

i guess at the end of the day, i could say it's not my fault, it's societies' fault that they see males as
threatening, but then it sort of feels like i'm arguing against something so subconscious as to be arguing
against the natural state of humanity itself.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:06:15 No.25047016 >>25047062

>>25046966
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Just try to be a decent person. 'Non-threatening' just means you can't stand up for yourself, for anyone or
anything and that can't be considered a good thing.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:12:57 No.25047062

>>25047016
non-threatening as in being perceived as non-threatening, not actually being incapable of being a threat

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:14:36 No.25047081 >>25047103

File: 1633873795294.jpg (63 KB, 897x897)

>>25046962
words words words. Begone
retard

Verification not required

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:14:49 No.25047085 >>25047103 >>25047128

>>25046962
theres a lot of weird psychoanalysis stuff here

i dont know of any women irl who actually experience any of this, they have rich friendships with both
males and females, and usually have enough options to never settle for partners that dont meet their
criteria

they legitimately wander through life in a near-constant ‘winning’ state, at least when it comes to anything
social, and are far, far happier than any male i know

>by age 40
i mean, fine? not like i have any attraction advantages right now? id be fine with relinquishing it eventually
given that i dont have any right now

>>25046961
im doing horrible honestly

>>25046966
yes fucking exactly

i want to tell people ‘look im not like those creepy guys, im just normal’ but i can see the tension in their
eyes or the ‘oh great a sausage party’ thought pop up in their heads

i fucking hate being such a fucking easily-available, dangerous object that people actively desire you to
stay away unless theres something very special about you

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:18:07 No.25047103 >>25047127

>>25047085
>>25047081
I'm not saying don't transition or biowomen have it easier. Just don't like seeing straight men saying that
"duh everyone wants to be a women" both genders have bad things and they don't think through what the
statement of wanting to be a women really means

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:21:28 No.25047127

>>25047103
>both genders have it bad
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>>

>>

>>

>>

yeah maybe on average, worldwide? but in areas of the world that are progressive, not violent, and not
religious, i struggle immensely to see how woman arent at an enormous advantage (in terms of being
happy)

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:21:30 No.25047128 >>25047209

>>25047085
>i want to tell people ‘look im not like those creepy guys, im just normal’ but i can see the tension in their
eyes or the ‘oh great a sausage party’ thought pop up in their heads

i would empathy succ you if i could

honestly i always envisioned the most meaningful gay relationships like this, where they each understand
the struggle of the male body and they can look into each other's eyes and be like "you're not a
disgusting monster to me"

embrace each other in silence, peace

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:23:28 No.25047140 >>25047209

>>25046710 (OP)
>girls are *hot*. everybody would want to look like them obviously
Anon you're literally trans like unironically I say this completely seriously
If you've EVER thought about being a girl more than a passing thought then you're fucking trans. Go the
fuck to repgen

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:23:31 No.25047141 >>25047209

>>25046710 (OP)
>like, who WOULDNT want to have thick long hair, soft skin, be petite, have greater freedom of personal
expression, AND be naturally desired in pretty much every social setting? this feels so obvious

Real men who have more pressing concerns than being spanked on the ass or winked at in public? The
real question is, why are you so obsessed on being desired?

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:30:26 No.25047209 >>25047237 >>25047273

>>25047128
>honestly i always envisioned the most meaningful gay relationships like this, where they each
understand the struggle of the male body and they can look into each other's eyes and be like "you're not
a disgusting monster to me"

this put into words why im slowly trending more gay than bi over time

it feels like a cope for having to be a monster, but im okay with that at this point…just want someone to
tell me im a desirable person worthy of happiness, even if its only so i can repeat it back to them

>>25047140
no, thats a fucking psyop. actual transness is being disgusted at your male body before social pressures
and sexuality even existed

ive literally stalked this board for a month and ive seen people describe their dysphoria. thats not what i
have. if i lived on an island by myself, i wouldnt care that im male

i only hate being male because of how society views maleness

>>25047141
being desired has a lot of benefits outside of sexuality, it also means every single first impression you
make is extremely positive
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

i literally know women who work at 250k software jobs and are capable, but were hired partially because
they are ‘cute and bubbly’

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:34:20 No.25047237 >>25047250

>>25047209

>being desired has a lot of benefits outside of sexuality, it also means every single first impression you
make is extremely positive

Nope. That's just straight narcissism whispering into your brain. First impressions are only important as it
concerns job interviews. Everything else is just this needy desire to be beloved and adulated. Or are you
going to tell me that your line of thinking falls under "job concerns" only? Feels like some enormous
goalposts are being moved here.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:36:00 No.25047248

>>25046860
>Men can be sexy,
Only if they take estrogen tho

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:36:21 No.25047250 >>25047277 >>25047314

>>25047237
im saying it extends to every single social interaction you ever have. it means people are more likely to
trust you, to believe youre worthy of X, to want to make you happy, etc

halo effect is real, way bigger than people expect, and leaks into every dimension of life

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:39:30 No.25047273 >>25047319 >>25047342

>>25047209
>no, thats a
Shut the fuck up immediately. You don't have to have dysphoria to be trans, being trans isn't some
fucking zero-sum game where you have to reach a certain level of self-loathing and depression to start
hormones. You don't need to be miserable or anything to be fucking trans you fucking stupid idiot
If anything you're seeming really fucking anxious about this shit which is also a calling card for being
trans

Either way you can ignore the shit that I just said. Explain what you mean by "how society views
maleness?"

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:40:04 No.25047277 >>25047342

File: Nen.gif (844 KB, 286x204)

>>25047250
People don't trust the weak
They trust the strong
Women aren't trustworthy, people are comfortable with them
because they're weak
People trust power

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:44:35 No.25047314 >>25047342 >>25047359

>>25047250

I can say, with complete confidence ,that adopting a life where you try to present yourself as a desirable
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

female while being a male will just result in complete disaster. You can preen and doll yourself up, but
ultimately the passage of time will lay waste to all those efforts. Imagine someone who was originally
male trying to pose as a female when they reach the age of 40 or even 50.

Short-term attraction will not serve well in the long-term.

Elthans !ZPky/f59Ko 03/27/22(Sun)06:44:57 No.25047319 >>25047324 >>25047351

>>25047273

>Wanting to be a girl automatically makes you trans

No

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:45:35 No.25047324 >>25047550

>>25047319
And who the fuck are you to say so?

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:47:01 No.25047331

>>25046899
Been real quiet after this one

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:49:09 No.25047342 >>25047350 >>25047381 >>25047467

>>25047273
>you dont need dysphoria to be trans

yeah sure whatever, im not trying to gatekeep the label, but my point is that unless you have dysphoria,
transitioning (outside of puberty) usually isnt worth it bc you dont actually get the advantages of
womanhood unless youre extremely lucky. i WISH i could transition, but i would realistically end up in a
worse spot than im in now wrt how society views me

whereas if you have dysphoria, transitioning is the reward! you dont need any benefits from womanhood
because now youre living ‘authentically’ with the voice training and the boobs and the srs etc

> "how society views maleness?"

disposable
overproduced
ugly
aggressive
creepy
dangerous
beasts of burden

>>25047277
larp, the most powerful people i know in academia and stem-adjacent business are attractive women

>>25047314
oh yeah absolutely! im not saying im CAPABLE of turning into a desirable female, its too late for me.
which is why i wouldnt ever transition, theres no ‘dysphoria’ to relieve for me

but if i was born a girl, im certain id be happier than i am today

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:50:37 No.25047350 >>25047366
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>25047342
>academia and stem-adjacent business
They don't have any power you actual idiot. How many people could they have killed with a single phone
call? That's right, zero.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:50:39 No.25047351 >>25047366 >>25047550

>>25047319
It kinda does though assuming your an amab none of my cis male friends want to be women all of them
say shit like if I lost my dick I would kill myself immediately and get absolutely horrified of the idea that
they look feminine in any way

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:51:37 No.25047359 >>25047467

File: H2h80ou.jpg (256 KB, 501x640)

>>25047314
>tfw almost 40
I still look like a woman, only frumpy and middle aged. Like the caricature of a woman
who unironically enjoys BioWare games.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:52:25 No.25047364

>>25046860
>men are taught to be happy in slavery

weird
it's like we're the disposable outer shell of humanity

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:52:34 No.25047366

>>25047351
i mean wrt to the dick thing id be kinda bummed about that, prostate stuff is fun and all but dicks are nice

>>25047350
larp, you dont understand how power works

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:54:31 No.25047381 >>25047393 >>25047400

>>25047342
You dumb dysphoric foid

Majority of people view maleness as strong dependable and all powerfull responsible for all the great
achievements and accomplishments of civilization itself. Believe it or not most masculine men are proud
of there masculinity and strength it gives them purpose and keeps them happy

I guess a women wouldn't understand though

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:56:39 No.25047393 >>25047471 >>25047498

>>25047381
who tf thinks this outside of coping conservative/trad/religious tards?

most men i know irl are actively unhappy with the state of manhood and desperately desire an escape
from it, though they rarely identify ‘maleness’ as the issue and instead blame the economy or their body
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

or their attitude etc

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)06:57:25 No.25047400
File: MV5BMTc4YmNjZGYtNWZmNS00Y(...).jpg (61 KB, 1345x757)

>>25047381
The racket women have going is so effective that men actually take this drivel to
heart and idealize their servitude. Unbelievable.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:08:43 No.25047467 >>25047502

>>25047342

>oh yeah absolutely! im not saying im CAPABLE of turning into a desirable female, its too late for me.
which is why i wouldnt ever transition, theres no ‘dysphoria’ to relieve for me. but if i was born a girl, im
certain id be happier than i am today

Umm, ok. Was it just wishful thinking out loud with your posts then?

>>25047359

>40 year old trans

Ok, so would you honestly recommend people to become trans, considering your age and experience? I
can't imagine that a 60 year old trans would be able to keep up a facade of looking like a natural female.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:09:46 No.25047471 >>25047498 >>25049909

>>25047393
>they rarely identify maleness as the issue

Because it's not the issue for cis men you're just probjecting your own dysphoria on the situation if you
got rid of there maleness those men would be even more suicidally depressed

Do you have any idea how awful being / feeling emasculated is for a cis male? Most men literally try to kill
themselves if it happens to them

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:12:57 No.25047498 >>25049909

>>25047471
>>25047393
This is literally the same thing women say when wrotting articles about "toxic masculinity" and wonder
why the mast majority of men think there takes are hot garbage

Because men don't think k like that they enjoy there masculinity and feel actively threatened if you try and
take it aay from them

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:13:39 No.25047502 >>25047628

>>25047467
I'm a pragmatic person. I never would have transitioned if I wasn't able to pass in the first place. Having
the testes removed only insured that I wouldn't lose what I already had. People who think meds or
cosmetic surgeries are miracles are going to have a bad time. Aging into masculinity is a meme though,
that doesn't happen. My skin isn't going to stop being soft. I'm not going to stop being pear shaped. The
hair on my head isn't going anywhere.

Elthans !ZPky/f59Ko 03/27/22(Sun)07:19:08 No.25047550
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>25047324

Someone who wants to be a girl who isn't trans :)

>>25047351

It's more common than you'd think.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:33:40 No.25047628 >>25047642

>>25047502

I don't know you personally, so I can't comment on whether or not you "pass" as a "female", but I think it's
an ignorant standpoint to go "Ageing into masculinity is a meme". It isn't a fucking meme. It's a natural
cycle of life for males to age, and if your started out as a male and wanted to "transition" into a female,
then you should consider the fact that as you age you'll start looking less and less as a female. I honestly
can't imagine that, even if you were to pass as a close to 40 trans person, that it would still hold up as you
reached your 50s and 60s.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:36:28 No.25047642 >>25047844

>>25047628
That's not how any of that works. What you're describing occurs due to testosterone. The testes produce
95% of the body's testosterone. Those can be removed. If they are, none of that happens. How do we
know? Extensive and ancient histories of eunuchs. They didn't take estrogen, and they still didn't age like
men.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)07:41:39 No.25047670 >>25048049

>>25046710 (OP)
idk i went full circle from
>being you rn
>transed and understood guys don't want to be girls
>now back here and convinced guys do

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:10:47 No.25047844 >>25047873

>>25047642

Even if we assume what you say is true, they still don't have any of the requisites that complement
regular female anatomy.

A person can take all the estrogen pills and/or shots that they want, but there's fundamental proprieties
attributed to a person's gender that they carry from birth. These proprieties also attribute to how they age.
I stand by what I said before - a person who was originally male and decides to transition will only face
complications in their appearance as they age.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:15:19 No.25047873 >>25047915

>>25047844
>These proprieties also attribute to how they age
Again, not how that works. You should really stop making assumptions based on gut feelings. It doesn't
serve you here, and it won't serve you anywhere else in life.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:16:58 No.25047878

>>25046710 (OP)
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Bro you have AGP

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:22:30 No.25047915 >>25047921 >>25047959 >>25048705 >>25049909

>>25047873

Why exactly am I wrong here? Quick internet search produced this article
https://www.venustreatments.com/en-gl/blog/the-differences-between-how-men-and-women-age/

I'm sure there's other articles or essays to extrapolate from. That was just the first one I clicked when I
typed "how do female and males age". It's not assumptions, it's filtering through various opinions to
determine facts.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:23:38 No.25047921

>>25047915
Because with the testes removed, you cease being an ordinary man to which these types of articles
apply. Hormones tell the body what to do, or what not to do.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:30:10 No.25047959

>>25047915
Every point is related to sex hormones you mong

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:39:17 No.25048004 >>25049909

>>25046710 (OP)
Only coping trannies trying to find ways to absolve there feelings think like this.
Failed men filled with envy might too.
But they only fail as men due to being feminized in nature... prone to trooning anyway.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:43:41 No.25048031 >>25048041 >>25049909

>>25046778
>obviously most wont admit this bc its cringe to admit
i remember when i used to think all men thought like me

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:45:55 No.25048041

>>25048031
Tale as old as time! You envy was supposed as the obvious. Makes me laugh any time I see OP's
arguments, as I know transition is in the cards.

agp schizo rep 03/27/22(Sun)08:48:22 No.25048049

>>25047670
nigga look... at first i was in denial about myself then like oh shit i am one of those trannies and now after
connecting dots i see i was spot on before thinking men are uncomfortable with their bodies at deeper
level.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:51:50 No.25048077 >>25049920

File: 1645165054887.webm (1.11 MB, 395x477)

>>25046710 (OP)
Ive literally never even considered it. Womens weakness and need to prevent conflict or
lie to appease makes me sick.
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Weakness disgusts me. If I could id be 18 feet tall like those giant warrior ants in the
colony.
>Women can never give or know pure love, they love the idea of being loved not the
person

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)08:55:41 No.25048099

holy shit Alice just take your pills already

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)09:26:38 No.25048287 >>25048369

>>25046710 (OP)
>he doesnt know
Take your pills, Anon

agp schizo rep 03/27/22(Sun)09:42:36 No.25048369 >>25048396

>>25048287
men do not know either. for most trauma from mistretment when they expressed femininity scarred them
for lofe. serious shit. stunted emotions. look how many teauma victims can feel intense unease when
viewing nontrethening stimuli that they associate with traumatic event. you know what hapens when guy
supposedly cis takes estrogen with open mind? they end up enjoying it. seriously. look up Demastro
reddit profile. as guy was cias but was dying from multiple sclerosis so she took hrt as last resort as
estrogen is saod to be helphul. she was resostant a bot at first still self id as man but grew too big breasts
to jode so socially transitioned. ended up being way happier and says beig girl is just better. ot is real.
sexually dimorphic bstc is involved in fear processing so ones with bigger androgenized bstc are least
likely to go past trauma and explore themselves hence tranniea having feminine bstxc on average. there
is overlap in bstc sized between men and women tho despite clear trend.

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)09:47:53 No.25048396

>>25048369
>Feminising your hormones makes you attracted to being feminine

Shocking

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)10:35:46 No.25048705

>>25047915
you should have paid more attention in 10th grade biology class my dear retard, especially the part about
how gene expression is determined by sex hormones

KAZAKHSTAN 03/27/22(Sun)12:06:09 No.25049340

>>25046710 (OP)
Take your pills schizo, just bc you're a repressed AGP faggot doesn't mean most men are.
>>25046778
>Most men are extremely disillusioned with the pretenses of masculinity and just desire to have the
innate value that femininity can provide
Again, delusional

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)12:19:11 No.25049413

>>25046962
ftm? lol of course you want to talk about your period, just like every other trash tier pooner

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)13:34:03 No.25049909
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>>25047471
‘emasculation’ is threatening purely because men know thats all they have, and do not believe in their
capability to embody anything other than manhood

so if they are emasculated, they truly think they have nothing to offer the world. which is true,
emasculation doesnt suddenly men they have the same status as women

anyway im not projecting, issues like feeling touch-starved, ignored by the world, having to be a provider,
lacking capacity for self expression, forced emotional numbness, and the like, are all things ive heard
men say they hate

is it a coincidence that those issues are uniquely male-related?

>>25047498
calling out ‘toxic masculinity’ is disliked because most men understand that their primary way to interact
with the world, given their looks, IS masculinity. they know that if they try to interact with it in a feminine
way without the looks to back it up, they’ll be a pariah.

it is NOT because they actually enjoy masculinity, its just their only option

>>25047915
ur honestly retarded

>>25048004
> But they only fail as men due to being feminized in nature... prone to trooning anyway.

no, because neither i or these other men have grnder dysmorphia. a more apt term would be like gender
envy

>>25048031
most men *do* think like this, i swear to god. literally have any moderately social girl explain their life to a
man, and then ask them if theyd like to switch bodies. they would do it 99% of the time

Anonymous 03/27/22(Sun)13:36:05 No.25049920

>>25048077
> Women can never give or know pure love, they love the idea of being loved not the person

sounds extremely powerful for your emotional needs to not have to be tied to specific people lol
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